What is VARK?

VARK is a questionnaire that suggests what strategies you should be using according to what your learning style is.

The name VARK is an acronym that stands for visual, aural, read/write, and kinesthetic.

For more information on VARK visit their official website vark-learn.com
# Study Tools for VARK

## Visual

**Khan Academy** *(Android, iOS, Website)*
Khan Academy has over 10,000 educational videos along with various lessons that can help get you caught up in a subject or help refresh your memory. Khan academy has a wide variety of content such as math, science, history, economics, and more.

**Self Control** *(Mac)*
Self Control is an app that lets you block your own access to distracting sites such as Twitter or Instagram for a set amount of time. This app will help increase productivity by eliminating the temptation to go on social media.

## Aural

**Audio Memos** *(Android,iOS)*
Audio Memos is an voice recorder, which is easy to use and has many advanced features such as no limits on recording length, volume boosts, records even in sleep mode, and more. Great for recording lectures, music sessions, group study, etc..

**Memorize Anything** *(iOS)*
Memorize Anything encourages a new technique for memorization, which is to memorize by listening to your own voice. The idea behind this app is that it is often easier to memorize something when hearing it in your own voice.

## Read/Write

**Study Blue** *(iOS)*
StudyBlue is an app that you can create and share flashcards, study guides, and quizzes. 10 million of students use this app to get better grades, save time time, and stress less.

**EasyBib** *(Android,iOS,Website)*
EasyBib is an app that functions as a citation generator. This is a good app because it allows you to automatically create citations for your bibliography in seconds.

## Kinesthetic

**Photomath** *(Android)*
Photomath is the worlds smartest camera calculator. when using this app you simply point the camera at the math problem and it will show you the result with detailed step-by-step solution.